Introduction
This paper is about a phenomenon that combines a delicate beauty with a profound significance for understanding visual perception. The neon-like glow of a color that escapes the boundaries of a real figure and fills the surrounding area until it is halted by the boundaries of an illusory figure has an ethereal quality unlike any other brightness and color effect. It also has substantial implications regarding the way in which our visual system uses seemingly incomplete stimuli to generate meaningful percepts, segregate objects from their backgrounds, and provide them with color and depth.
As it so often happens in science, the effect was discovered and then independently rediscovered in the span of a few years. In 1971, Dario Varin of the University of Milan published a monograph on Ôchromatic contrast and diffusionÕ whose front cover is reproduced in figure 1 . A circular transparent veil can be seen to extend over four sets of concentric rings partly composed of blue arcs. It has a subtle bluish tinge and is luminescent, as if it emitted a weak light, or as if it were a colored spot of light cast by some off-screen lamp. This veil is illusory, in the sense that a point-by-point description of the reflectance spectrum of the white background would not reveal any changes corresponding to it. VarinÕs work was written in Italian and had little international circulation, but four years later Harrie van Tuijl of the University of Nijmegen described an analogous illusion that was to take root. This time there were no concentric circles but a lattice consisting of horizontal and vertical black lines in which a number of segments arranged in the shape of a diamond had been replaced by segments of a different color. As a result of this operation, a delicately tinted, glowing diamond emerged within the lattice. There was no need for especially elaborate drawings either: indeed, the luminescent form showed up in full in the barest of patterns, the Ehrenstein figure, that is four black radial lines separated by a central gap (Ehrenstein 1941 (Ehrenstein /1987 . A clearly delineated bright illusory disk is normally perceived here, but if the inner endpoints of the lines are connected by a colored cross the disk becomes translucent and misty, as in figure 2. In part because of the tinge, in part because of the glow, van Tuijl (1975) named the phenomenon neonlike color spreading.
As a rule, colors appear firmly attached to visual surfaces and well contained within their boundaries. Neon color spreading seems to defeat this solid perceptual fact. Also, illusory contours certainly look much more flimsy and insubstantial than real, contrastbased contours. Neon color spreading seems to defeat this solid perceptual fact too. Why does color flow out of the colored segments in the first place? And why do illusory contours succeed in blocking the spreading where the real segment contours have gone amiss? In this article, we deal with these questions from four different angles: phenomenology, psychophysics, physiology, and modeling. 2 Phenomenology: Perceptual qualities of neon color spreading A classic neon spreading figure is, in essence, a perceptually incomplete black pattern where the parts of the lines that are missing have been replaced by colored segments. Before the segments are put in the right places, the illusory figure looks white, compact, opaque, thick, and sharply outlined. Once the segments bridge the gaps, the illusory figure becomes colored, tenuous, transparent, almost immaterial, and fuzzy.
Color
The illusory color comes apparently from the segments, as if by local dilution of a slight amount of pigment. Much as one would expect from previous experiences with dyes that wash out, the embedded segments do look more vague and less vivid than non-embedded identical segments presented nearby. The color leaves the segments, diffuses beyond their immediate surrounds and fills, entirely and evenly, the illusory area. There is one exception to this rule. If the colored segments are too long (or the gaps are not properly aligned, so that no illusory figure shows up), color diffusion is confined to a narrow streak alongside the segments. If the segments are even longer (about 1 centimeter or more at armÕs length), the tinted area becomes quite small and is only perceived at the junction between the colored segment and the black line. Redies et al (1984) have called this local effect neon flanks.
The colored segments need not have a hue. Grey segments embedded in black lines will give rise to a perfectly good achromatic version of neon color spreading, sometimes called neon brightness spreading. In the familiar case where the segments have less contrast than the rest of the pattern, the illusory figure will normally be seen as a spot of misty light or a semi-transparent filter, as in figure 3a. When the lines have less contrast than the segments, as in figure 3b and 3c, the illusory figure will either resemble a tinted clear piece of plastic or a patch of light or shade, and in the second case it may appear behind the pattern rather than in front (Bressan 1993b) . Colored patterns coupled with achromatic segments make for truly extraordinary effects (see figure 4 ). Under these circumstances the illusory figure becomes tinted not in the color of the segments (grey, in this case), but in the color complementary to that of the external lines, say yellowish when the lines are blue or pinkish when they are green (van Tuijl 1975) . Here, the fact that the illusory color comes from the segments is not obvious to the eye; indeed, it is not even obvious that such color could have originated within the figure at all. 
Transparency
A neon spreading figure appears transparent. The pattern lines look continuous and complete, although some are seen as if directly, while others are seen as if through a veil, be it light or shade or diaphanous matter. Sometimes the segments and lines appear consistent with a transparent overlay, as in figure 1 where the concentric circles might look black and partly covered by a bluish veil. Sometimes the percept is inconsistent with physical transparency, as in figure 2 where the cross behind the pinkish overlay appears red rather than black. Neon spreading is observed nonetheless, but so is perceptual transparency, which in favorable conditions is known to survive even when there is a striking color difference between the portion of the figure seen directly and the one seen through the overlay (e.g., Metelli et al 1980) . It seems to be of little importance that this corresponds to a highly unrealistic occurrence in a world of fog, water, shadows and other physically transparent things.
Glow
Though a large part of the beauty of neon spreading figures is in their glow, not all neon spreading figures glow. If one takes a photographic negative of figure 1, for example, the effect survives but the luminescence dissolves. In general, dark neon spreading in achromatic patterns (resulting, regardless of the background color, whenever segments are darker than lines) has a dim quality, and is often described as smoke-grey, or dusky, or shadowy.
3 Psychophysics: Conditions for the occurrence of neon color spreading
Figure
Many different bicolored drawings will let neon spreading figures sprout if the spatial arrangement of lines and segments is right. Redies and Spillmann (1981) showed that the Ehrenstein neon pattern of figure 2 will tolerate deformations, amputations, fractures, twisting, and other disturbances only up to a certain amount. The illusion is most powerful when lines and segments are continuous, collinear, and equally thick, and progressively weakens as they become more and more separated along these dimensions. There seems to be a magical number here corresponding to the largest tolerable separation, since for gaps, lateral misalignments, vernier offsets due to rotation, or differences in stroke width all bigger than 2 minutes of arc, neon spreading disappears. The effect also disappears if the subjective figure is encircled by a ring or if the colored segments are too long (longer than 35 minutes of arc in foveal viewing, about twice this value in extrafoveal viewing), whereas stretching or shortening the black lines seems to matter little, even when it means reducing them to mere dots.
On the other hand, Bressan (1993a) has suggested that the visual system may actually tolerate wide departures from these constraints, provided that the stimulus supports perceptual transparency. She demonstrated that, as long as lines and segments are still seen as part of the same structure, neon spreading occurs for colored segments well above the critical length (spanning, actually, a few degrees of arc) and persists despite figural stops, lateral misalignments, or dissimilar stroke widths. The question of why such conditions should normally be so crucial for neon spreading thus may be answered by noticing that their violation normally disrupts perceptual transparency.
The link between neon color spreading and transparency has been manifest from the earliest references in the literature. This relation touches not only on phenomenology (neon spreading figures appear transparent), but also on psychophysics, and has some bearing not only on the figural, but also on the depth and color conditions for neon spreading, as we will now see.
Depth
If the perceived depth stratification is incompatible with a transparent overlay, neon color spreading vanishes. This has been shown, for example, by altering the apparent depth of the inner colored cross in stereograms of the Ehrenstein pattern (Nakayama et al 1990) . When the colored cross is made to appear in front (in which case it looks like a transparent film, covering part of the underlying cross), neon spreading is enhanced compared to the coplanar condition. When, however, the inner cross is perceived behind (appearing as an opaque figure partly seen through a cross-shaped aperture), the spreading of color is much reduced and the neon effect is lost. The same point was made by an earlier experiment (Meyer and Dougherty 1987) , where flicker-induced depth was used to have the colored regions appear either as foreground or as background. In order to yield neon spreading, the colored elements had to be phenomenally in front of (and partly covering) the inducing areas.
However, an exception to this rule has been reported. Bressan and Vallortigara (1991) filled aligned gaps in a pattern of concentric black circles with red arcs. When this pattern was rotated in the frontal plane about the common center of the circles, all observers saw a pink, neon-like bar moving behind uniformly black circles. Here is a case in which the neoncolored region does not appear in front of, nor partly covering, the inducing lines. These data support the argument that the essence of neon spreading consists in the perceptual detachment of the illusory color from the plane of the figure (Bressan 1993a ). This may be obtained via depth stratification through motion as well as via depth stratification through the formation of a transparent overlay.
Color
The chromatic and achromatic cases have been studied separately, and brightness neon spreading, probably on the grounds of being the simplest, has been (systematically) examined first. In grey figures, the basic rule is that the luminance of the segments must be in between the luminances of the embedding lines and of the background. Thus, on a white background grey segments will ÔbleedÕ when embedded in darker lines, but will not if the lines are lighter.
This simple hierarchy has been demonstrated to hold both for lattice patterns with diamonds (van Tuijl and de Weert 1979) and for Ehrenstein figures with crosses (Nakayama et al 1990). It has later been shown, however, that in patterns like that of figure 1 neon spreading can occur with any possible luminance hierarchy, provided that the luminance differences between segments, lines, and background support transparency (Bressan 1993b) .
In this case, grey segments may also ÔbleedÕ when embedded in slightly darker lines on a black background (figure 3b) and in slightly lighter lines on a white background (figure 3c), thereby infringing the luminance conditions. Bressan has claimed that, exactly as it happens with figural conditions, the luminance conditions for neon spreading simply represent the luminance prerequisites for perceiving a transparent subjective figure. This interpretation has the merit of solving the seeming contradiction between data, since it is easy to see that figural cues suggesting a superimposed transparent layer are poorer (and then, tolerance of adverse color conditions may be lower) in either figure 2 or lattice-and-diamond patterns than in figure 1.
As is the case between patterns, the relation of the effect with contrast appears to vary within structurally identical figures, too, and depends on whether they are grey or colored.
Working with chromatic Ehrenstein neon configurations, Ejima et al (1984) found not only that the arms could have a lower contrast than the cross, but that the effect reached at equiluminance was not much increased by increasing the contrast of the arms. On the contrary, when the contrast ratio between arms and cross was too large (larger than eight to one) the illusory color became extremely weak. Neon spreading, then, does not need the contrast of the lines to be higher than that of the segments, but the vigor of the effect is indeed modulated by contrast.
A red cross gives rise to an excellent spreading when it joins bluish-green arms, but not when it joins orange arms. If both the pattern and the segments are colored, in fact, neon spreading depends on the relation between the two hues, being most vivid when they are complementary to each other, feeble or even absent when they are alike (Ejima et al 1984) . Bressan (1995) has interpreted these results as supporting the idea that the color which spreads in the illusory area is a mixture between the color of the segments and the color complementary to the lines. When the red color of the cross mixes with the red color induced in the cross by greenish arms, the result will be a maximally saturated, strong, easily visible mixture. Reddish arms, instead, will induce in the cross a greenish color which, added to the red of the cross, will produce a desaturated mixture, that is an extremely washed-out color that will be hard to detect. (When additively mixed, complementary colors cancel each other out.) The antecedents of this idea can be found in Grossberg and MingollaÕs (1985) model and are outlined in section 6.
Relation of neon color spreading to other perceptual phenomena

Assimilation
If one rules a piece of white paper with sufficiently thin blue lines, the white space between the lines will appear bluish. It is as if the white area partly ÔabsorbedÕ or ÔassimilatedÕ the color of the elements which lie on it. The illusory color, however, shows no glow; it looks opaque and on the same plane as the inducing elements. Neon spreading and assimilation, then, are distinguishable phenomena that emerge in different inducing patterns: the blue lines only need an appropriate thickness and arrangement for simple assimilation, but require other lines (that are continuous, collinear, and of a different color) for neon spreading. The difference in stimulus conditions required for the two phenomena has been taken to imply that they are actually produced by different mechanisms (Redies and Spillmann 1981), but this is not necessarily the case. Bressan (1993a Bressan ( , 1993b has suggested that neon spreading and assimilation might share the same basic ÔdiffusionÕ mechanism (which provides the illusory color), and that the only difference between the two could be the presence (neon spreading) or absence (assimilation) of perceptual scissioning of the illusory color from the plane of the figure. Assimilation, in other words, would turn into neon spreading whenever it takes place within a surface that satisfies the conditions for transparency. Note that this calls exactly for the presence of elements which are continuous, collinear, and of a different color relative to the target elements. The illusory tinge, then, rather than merging with the solid background color, would become a translucent layer, assuming the ÔvaguenessÕ and the special floating quality of the neon effect.
Illusory contours
In general, neon spreading occurs when colored segments are inserted in the blank area of a drawing that would otherwise produce a plain illusory figure. In the absence of illusory contours, however, color spreading persists, though it has no clear boundary, and is reduced in extent (Watanabe and Sato 1989, Watanabe and Takeichi 1990) . Watanabe and Sato (1989) , for instance, made illusory contours disappear by making the cross and the arms in a neon Ehrenstein figure equiluminant. In this case, the diameter of the neon-like area shrank to about half of what it was when the pattern was not equiluminant. This suggests that illusory contours play a role not in generating the spreading, but in delimiting and shaping it. Bressan (1993a) has shown that, under certain conditions, such a function can also be accomplished by real, rather than illusory, contours. Neon color spreading within real contours may be not as spectacular as within illusory contours, but it retains transparency and color, and, in part, vagueness and luminescence. Cases of perceptual transparency obtained with lines of different widths and causing the medium to become ÔmilkyÕ, as those described by Bozzi (1975) , may well be regarded as early instances of achromatic neon color spreading taking place inside physically delimited surfaces.
Takeichi, Shimojo and Watanabe (1992) showed that when the colored cross is presented to one eye and the black arms to the other, so that they are perfectly aligned in the fused image, the resulting percept exhibits illusory contours but no color spreading. On the other hand, when one eye sees the horizontal component of the figure (horizontal colored segment embedded in horizontal black arms) and the other eye sees its vertical component (vertical colored segment embedded in vertical black arms), a fully-formed neon disk appears, even though each component by itself only induces narrow neon flanks. It is therefore likely that local color spreading is generated before the fusion of information from the two eyes; illusory contours are, evidently, generated after (or at) the site of binocular fusion. It is as if local color spreading were ÔcapturedÕ and diffused inside the area bounded by illusory contours. The final effect appears then to be the result of an interaction between operations occurring at different stages of visual information processing.
Motion and depth
Neon color spreading can be enhanced, and in some cases even triggered, by motion. Bressan and Vallortigara (1991) reported enhancement under conditions of both stereokinetic and translatory motion. In either case it is the neon surface that appears to move, and not the colored segments. The same holds for stroboscopic motion: when two black crosses are lying side by side and a smaller colored cross is made to appear and disappear alternately on the center of either cross, one sees a luminous, delicately tinted disk jumping left and right in front of two uniformly black crosses (Bressan, unpublished data) . When in motion behind an aperture, the lines can look black along their whole length, in which case a reddish transparent veil seems to cover the red sections. Concomitantly, there is a change in the direction in which the lines appear to displace. The colored elements do not need to be physically in motion in order to let their color flow out. For example, if a circular patch of green dots in a field of red dots is set in apparent motion by changing from red to green the dots at its leading edge and from green to red the dots at its trailing edge, subjective contours delimiting the moving patch appear, and a greenish color spreads throughout the illusory area (Cicerone et al 1995) . In this case, no green spreading is noticeable in the static configuration, and the color diffuses within an area defined by apparent motion only.
Neon color can also spread on curved surfaces, and pervade three-dimensional illusory objects. Bressan and Vallortigara (1991) obtained such an object by rotating in the frontal plane, about its center, a pattern of concentric black circles with aligned gaps, half of which had been replaced by red arcs. The stereokinetic transformation produced a half-white and half-reddish three-dimensional rod, slanted in depth and pivoting about the center of the circles. The neon-like half appeared to move behind (and the subjective, opaque half in front of) a plane of stationary black circles. Here, color spreading was also present in the static display, but in that case it filled one half of a flat stripe lying over the circles. The passage from a two-to a three-dimensional object, and the corresponding change of a surface color into a volume color, required apparent motion in depth.
A related transformation can be obtained through binocular disparity rather than stereokinesis. One example involves a modification of the paradigm of Carman and Welch (1992) , who introduced binocular disparity, along with slight changes in orientation, into the vertical edges of the gaps in the Kanizsa figure, producing a three-dimensional, cylindrical illusory surface. Kojo et al (1995) inserted wedge-shaped colored sectors to complete the missing parts of such a figure, finding that neon color spreading was perceived on the cylindrical surface. This shows that neon spreading interacts with the visual systemÕs representation of smoothly curved surfaces in depth.
Texture and disparity
Visual features other than color and brightness can diffuse in configurations analogous to those that give rise to neon color spreading. Watanabe and Cavanagh (1991) reported that when a peripherally viewed textured (instead of colored) cross is embedded in an Ehrenstein pattern, the texture appears to spread outside the cross and fill the illusory figure. Takeichi, Watanabe and Shimojo (1992) observed that apparent depth of small dots signaled by uncrossed binocular disparity spread within the area defined by an illusory contour. These findings suggest that the presence of illusory contours may trigger or strengthen the diffusion not only of color and brightness, but also of texture and depth. It is as yet unclear, however, how neon color spreading and the filling-in of features such as texture, disparity, or motion are related.
Physiology: The neural basis of neon color spreading
Neon color spreading has helped to unlock the doors of understanding of certain visual processes; however, our knowledge of its neural basis is incomplete. We deal here with the available neurophysiological data concerning the main aspects of the neon spreading effect: illusory contours, apparent contrast reduction, color diffusion.
Illusory contours
A neurophysiological model that could account for the emergence of illusory contours has been proposed by Peterhans et al (1986) . These authors suggest that illusory contours bridging the gap between two aligned inducers may be explained by end-stopped cells in the primary visual cortex in conjunction with a hypothetical grouping mechanism. Grossberg and Mingolla (1985) had earlier proposed that the spatial inhibition underlying endstopping, combined with inhibition among cells tuned to differing orientations, produced Ôend-cuttingÕ, that is, enhanced activity in cells whose orientational tuning had a peak in the orientation perpendicular to that of a thin line whose end fell into the cellsÕ receptive fields. The grouping of inputs from end-stopped cells is reminiscent of the psychophysical notion of dissimilation. This idea emerged from the observation that small Ôbrightness buttonsÕ at the ends of lines may give rise to line-end contrast and brightness induction (Frisby and Clatworthy 1975) . By spreading orthogonally, these brightness buttons are assumed to connect up with others to form an illusory boundary (Day and Jory 1978) . 
Apparent contrast reduction
When embedded in black lines, the colored segments look paler than when presented in isolation. This effect can also be explained by end-zone inhibition (Redies et al 1984 , Redies 1989 . When a colored segment falls into the excitatory area of the hypercomplex receptive field and the black adjoining lines extend into the inhibitory zones, the discharge rate of the cell will be reduced and, as a consequence, the apparent contrast of the colored segment will be less. Neurophysiological experiments have shown that end-stopping is most pronounced when the lines falling into the excitatory and inhibitory regions of the receptive field are continuous and collinear, whereas separation, lateral displacement, and angular tilt weaken it (Kato et al 1978) . These receptive field properties are the same as the structural constraints that govern the perception of neon spreading (see section 3.1).
Contrast reduction, in conjunction with the spread of neon color, might serve to enhance the discontinuity between two black lines and a gray or colored segment inserted into the gap. Redies et al (1984) called this Ôline-gap enhancementÕ. By making the colored connection more conspicuous, changes in luminance or wavelength of the line would be more easily discerned. A striking example of line-gap enhancement is the observation that a neon halo can be seen even if the color of the connecting line is too dim to be perceived, for instance when the pattern is observed from a distance. The halo would reveal a discontinuity within the seemingly uniform line that would otherwise escape attention. An opposite interpretation is also possible. Bressan (1993a Bressan ( , 1993b , for instance, has proposed that the spread of color serves to homogenize, rather than differentiate, regions of different color whenever they appear to belong to the same object. By perceptually ÔliftingÕ the color off the connecting segment and into an elevated plane, scission would generate the percept of a colored, transparent film through which the line underneath could continue unchanged. In this way phenomenal unity would be preserved. Such an interpretation makes sense in an environment where irregular patches of the visual scene are often illuminated differently from others. (Think of the filtering of light in a forest.)
Neon flanks and color diffusion
We know very little about the way in which neon color spreads from a thin colored line into a large illusory area. Chromatic aberration and eye movements cannot explain the effect, as neon color is absent when the colored connecting segments are presented alone. Redies et al (1984) have suggested that neon spreading is a form of lateral extension of local neon flanks, in the sense that some assimilative mechanism may cause the narrow streaks of illusory color to spread once they have formed. In fact, neon flanks are more basic than color spreading since they appear first (flanks are observed even with a single junction), and disappear later (flanks are still observed when the colored segment have become too long to sustain spreading).
The available neurophysiological data account neither for the emergence of neon flanks nor for their hypothetical spreading. The first might be related to the formation of brightness buttons at the ends of lines. Color diffusion, instead, might be the end result of some kind of synergistic, rather than antagonistic, interaction among cells. Both neuronal spatial integration within receptive fields and receptive fields without center-surround antagonism have been discussed (de Weert 1991); however, the neurophysiological basis of assimilation is not well understood.
To account for what happens in the brain when we observe a neon color spreading pattern, then, we expect to find some neuronal mechanism that produces color signals at inappropriate places, probably through diffusion of brightness and color. The next section describes how such a mechanism might work.
Analysis of neon color spreading using a model of early vision
Spreading as metaphor and mechanism
The expression Ôneon color spreadingÕ suggests a physical metaphor for the propagation or transport of signals of hue, saturation, or brightness. Little is known about the physiological mechanisms that could accomplish spreading. One may think of a physical process of cortical diffusion: an excited cell will pass a signal to its neighbors and its neighbors will in turn pass it to their neighbors, and so on. Much as it happens with a drop of ink in a glass of water, at some point the activity will have diffused everywhere, unless some tangible barrier gets in the way. Even in its simplest form a mechanism like this can explain why, in figure 1, we see color where no color exists; why such color is of the same hue as the embedded segments, but of less saturation; and why it is uniform. The metaphor also suggests that the illusory contours that restrict the spreading act as the surface of the glass: the color diffuses inside, but cannot escape. How the diffusion of activation among cortical cells is physically implemented in the brain is, however, still an open matter. Transmission by action potentials might be too slow to sustain rapid perceptual filling-in, and this concern led Stephen Grossberg to propose cortical circuits including speedy electrotonic propagation of cell potentials by gap junctions (Grossberg 1984) . While such signal transmission occurs in retinae of many species, no evidence of cortical analogs has been reported to date.
Conversely, if the time required for filling-in in neon color spreading is comparable to that required for brightness induction (a rather sluggish process, according to Rossi and Paradiso 1997) , then propagation of signals by action potentials would be fast enough to mediate the perceptual effect.
In the neon effect, illusory contours may bound regions of neon color, while real contours are incapable of restricting color to its proper place. Because of this paradoxical reversal of the efficacy of real and illusory contours in acting as delimiters for the perceived color of surface regions, neon color spreading was of central importance in the development of the Boundary Contour System (BCS) and Feature Contour System (FCS) of Grossberg and Mingolla (1985) . The BCS and FCS are complementary systems, in the sense that neither alone can adequately describe a visual percept. In terms of the example of ink diffusion in a glass of water, the FCS determines the color of the ink from measures of local luminance, contrast, and wavelength, while the BCS determines the form of the sides of the glass. In neon color spreading, the sides of a glass that ÔshouldÕ contain color become porous, while a larger Ôillusory glassÕ is constructed that restricts the color that diffuses out. in the former case, the color signal in the neon segments will be stronger than that which diffuses out of the segments.
The same BCS mechanisms that are responsible for inhibiting the boundaries of the neon segment also help to reorganize the local information for boundary position and orientation at the junctions formed where the collinear sides of inducer and neon segments abut. For example, in the neon cross configuration, signals for boundaries perpendicular to the orientation of the inducer and neon segments are amplified. Note that the same mechanisms that underlie the formation of illusory contours roughly perpendicular to line ends are also involved in inhibiting the boundaries of the neon segment, thereby permitting spreading in neon configurations. The BCS also includes a stage of completion of boundaries, mediated by cooperative bipole cells, so that those amplified signals may be grouped to form illusory contours which surround the area in which the neon color spreads.
Brightness boosting: putting the ÔglowÕ in neon spreading
Neon color often appears to glow, with an amplified brightness accompanying the illusory hue. This brightness increase appears related to brightness increments in plain illusory figures. Consider the Ehrenstein pattern and its neon counterpart of figure 2. The Ehrenstein pattern alone induces a brightness increase within the illusory figure; the neon variation appears to be a combination of a similar brightness increase with a color diffusion.
Recently, Gove et al (1995) A similar analysis explains the enhanced brightness or glow of the neon region in the neon cross configuration of figure 2, insofar as the effects of increased brightness and flowing color may be additive (Bressan 1995) . The desaturation of color observed at the transition between a colored cross and the black inducers may result from the superposition of a brightness button generated at the inducer line end.
Bressan (in preparation) has recently noted that certain combinations of colors for inducers and neon segments produce neon color that is not identical to that of the neon segment. Instead, the spreading color appears to be a mixture of the color of the segments with a color that is complementary to that of the inducers. For example, magenta lines with red neon segments produce yellow neon spreading. Yellow is the result of the additive mixture of red and green, where red is the color of the segments and green is the color complementary to magenta. Within the BCS/FCS framework, this effect can be analyzed as a generalization of the brightness button effect for dark achromatic inducers. That is, the inducing line produces, just outside its end, a button of complementary color signal in the FCS representation, which then combines with the color of the segments to produce the neon color spreading effect.
The study of neon color spreading began as an unambitious exploratory venture by a few perceptual psychologists, who were initially attracted by the mere existence of this visual illusion, by its beauty, and perhaps its paradoxical nature. The developments of such curiosity represent a remarkable example of how the phenomenologistÕs observations and queries can inspire and assist psychophysical investigation, neurophysiology, modeling, and theory construction in vision research. Tuijl H F J M van, 1975 
